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1 Introduction

Managing product innovations involves a severe challenge to industrial firms, especially because the basic assumption that companies can anticipate demand and mobilise their scarce development resources as they have in the past no longer holds true in many cases. In fast moving industries for example, nearly two-thirds of product innovations fail after their launch, largely because companies must address rapidly evolving customer demands (Lempres, 2003). Industrial new product developers thus recognise the need to inject more customer know-how into their product innovation processes, and in many
leading-edge companies, R&D managers encourage direct interaction between the development team and customers, in contrast with traditional practices in which the marketing department would undertake customer research and throw the results ‘over the wall’ to R&D (Holman et al., 2003).

However, confusion remains regarding the different possible strategies for integrating customers into R&D and their impact and value for product innovations. An ongoing debate considers whether customers inhibit or stimulate product ideas with high degrees of newness or if customer input leads only to incremental product innovations. Whereas von Hippel (1986, 1988; see also Lilien et al., 2002) proposes that users represent an important source of new product ideas, others suggest that listening to customers may limit the company to incremental product improvements (Ciccantelli and Magidson, 1993; Christensen, 1997; Kohn and Niethammer, 2002) that prove detrimental to innovation and firm performance (Macdonald, 1995; Callahan and Lasry, 2004).

The field of New Product Development (NPD) recognises that developing new products with high degrees of newness differs markedly from incremental NPD (O’Connor, 1998; Callahan and Lasry, 2004), but such a differentiation leaves blank spots in customer integration literature. Thus, this paper attempts to understand customer integration strategies and their causes and effects in terms of the degree of newness of the products developed.

To explore these aspects, we conducted a multiple case study in the field of industrial NPD in Northern Europe. Asking for the impact of customer integration characteristics on the degree of newness of new products we revealed two largely differing customer integration strategies: We found that innovation projects where companies hold a product leadership position tend to follow a strategy in which they anticipate their customers’ needs. By contrast, those firms that cannot claim leadership status find more informal ways to integrate customers and apply more flexible product innovation processes through idea brokering. While anticipation tends to result in product innovations with a rather low degree of newness, the latter inventive and entrepreneurial brokering practices tend to produce new product solutions with a higher degree of newness than those resulting from anticipation strategies.

Thus, this paper contributes to innovation research by extending customer integration to a strategic terrain. In this context, it provides new perspectives about how firms might choose customer integration strategies appropriately to respond to new product requirements in terms of the degree of product newness. The results offer new insights regarding how to integrate customers into innovation projects effectively.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. First, we discuss relevant literature in the field of customer integration into product innovation processes. Second, we introduce two research questions that guide the investigation. Third, after describing the applied research approach, we present the findings of the case studies: the impact of the company’s position in terms of industry establishedness and the characteristics pertaining to the anticipation and brokering strategies. Fourth, we discuss the implications of our findings for innovation research and corporate practice.

2 Contrasts in customer integration literature

Empirical research into customer integration shows that involving customer know-how in the development of product innovations prompts a higher degree of product newness,
reduces innovation risks, and leads to more precise resource spending (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Bacon et al., 1994; Atuahene-Gima, 1995; Griffin and Hauser, 1996; Brockhoff, 2003). Most work in this field focuses on approaches in which customer integration provides a better understanding of customers’ product requirements, which authors discuss as market orientation (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Atuahene-Gima, 1996), the voice of the customer (Griffin and Hauser, 1993), the virtual customer (Paustian, 2001; Dahan and Hauser, 2002), customer-driven innovation (Billington, 1998), or consumers as co-developers (Jeppesen and Molin, 2003).

The value of considering so-called lead users – who recognise their product needs in advance of other customers and significantly benefit from a new product solution – in the early stages of the innovation process is presented by von Hippel (1976, 1978, 1988) and various other researchers. Specifically, the value of a product innovation increases when users bring their specialised need and preference know-how into the product innovation process. In turn, the resultant new products provide true value for customers and users (Herstatt and von Hippel, 1992; Lilien et al., 2002; Morrison et al., 2004; Lüthje et al., 2005). Ultimately, know-how provided by customers can result in the transmutation or evolution of the entire NPD challenge, because such knowledge redefines the problem and reorients approaches to address it (Clark and Fujimoto, 1990). Therefore, the integration of customers into the innovation process can elevate the understanding of a design challenge to a level that results in a solution that better serves the needs of the intended product users (Veryzer and Borja de Mozota, 2005).

However, existing research also notes the risks and downsides of customer integration. Various authors indicate that a company that does not select the right customers or fails to find appropriate ways to integrate them will not develop effective product innovations because they are too attentive to the needs of current customers (Macdonald, 1995; Callahan and Lasry, 2004). Brockhoff (2003) posits that selecting customers who actually contribute to NPD is, in practice, very challenging, because companies have no guarantee of finding the right partner, and the negative consequences of a poor collaboration can be significant. In addition, some authors find that customer integration into NPD leads only to incremental improvements of existing solutions instead of radically new products (Macdonald, 1995; Kohn and Niethammer, 2002). Hamel and Prahalad (1994) actually state that customers are notoriously lacking in foresight, and Martin (1995) suggests that firms should ignore their customers for NPD. These findings fall in line with Kohli and Jaworski’s (1990) claims that a strong market orientation can inhibit organisations from developing truly breakthrough innovations.

Existing literature thus highlights that if a company does not succeed in finding the right course of action, customer integration can harm rather than contribute to product innovation efforts. But even though “finding of the right course of action” is acknowledged to be crucial, strategies for customer integration in innovation projects have not been explicitly addressed by research to date.

3 Research questions

Investigating different customer integration strategies should yield insights into the right way to work with customers. In the following, we develop two research questions pertaining to two main characteristics in which different strategies will vary: the type of the customer contribution and the timing of major customer participation during the
product innovation process. These characteristics are put in perspective to the degree of the newness of the developed product (see Figure 1). This degree of newness serves as an effective measure because it influences the decision making associated with an innovation strategy from a practical standpoint (Hargadon, 2005).

Figure 1  Diagram of research questions

3.1 Degree of newness

The degree of newness of an innovative product represents an important variable, but its measurement is particularly difficult (Hauschildt and Schlaak, 2001; Brockhoff, 2003). A product innovation with a high degree of newness refers to a ‘really new product’ that “relies on technology never used in a specific industry before; has an impact on or causes significant changes in the whole industry; or is the first of its kind and entirely new to the market” (Song and Montoya-Weiss, 1998, p.126). Such product innovations also have been referred to as disruptive (Christensen, 1997) or radical (Rice et al., 2001; McDermott and O’Connor, 2002) innovations. In contrast, innovations of products with relatively low degrees of newness improve existing product solutions without introducing a completely new approach; thus, they have been referred to as incremental innovations (De Propis, 2002).

3.2 Type of customer contribution

The value of customer contributions to NPD projects depends on the choice of an appropriate contributing partner (Gruner and Homburg, 2000). Extending von Hippel’s (1986, 1988) findings about lead user characteristics, Gruner and Homburg (2000) show that customers’ representativeness of target markets and reputations in those markets provide discriminating criteria that can lead to stronger or weaker products. Similarly, Brockhoff (2003) suggests that it is not just customer creativity but also customers’ demand potential that counts for NPD. Furthermore, other authors indicate the relevance of the customer organisation, its financial attractiveness, technological expertise, and past experience with co-development (Ganesan, 1994, Doney and Cannon, 1997). Additional relevant characteristics include objectivity, willingness to cooperate, market position, ability to maintain confidential information, and competitor ties (Shaw, 1985; von Hippel, 1986; Urban and von Hippel, 1988; Biemans, 1992; Herstatt and von Hippel, 1992; Ganesan, 1994; Bruce et al., 1995; Gruner and Homburg, 2000). Scott et al. (2003) further note that customers should have something specific to offer, such as significant revenue potential or other interesting products, that can be integrated
for product innovation. Finally, still other authors find that unhappy customers can make valuable contributions to NPD (Morrison et al., 2004). On the basis of this work, several researchers have identified different roles that customers play during the product innovation process and note that their offers vary according to their role (see Table 1).

Table 1  Customer roles and offers in product innovation projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Customer offer</th>
<th>Contribution to innovation project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>von Hippel (1986, 1988)</td>
<td>Lead user</td>
<td>Provides problem statements, solution statements, and new product ideas related to a trend/topic selected by the manufacturer</td>
<td>Comes up with radically new product ideas and solutions; differs from the representative customer who has no inventive ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brockhoff (2003)</td>
<td>Launching customer</td>
<td>Active co-designer of NPD by providing designs and ideas and operating as problem solver</td>
<td>Crucial for development of subsystems with interdependencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovator</td>
<td>Finished or quasi-finished problem solutions are changed into a product</td>
<td>Supports manufacturer with the identification of creative potentials, which is difficult for manufacturer to recognise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference customer</td>
<td>Source of now-how about the application of a product</td>
<td>Asserts the relevance of a new product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First orderer</td>
<td>Helps overcome resistance within the manufacturer</td>
<td>Customer influence not empirically demonstrated but rather based on practical experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lengnick-Hall (1996)</td>
<td>Customer as resource</td>
<td>Supplies information in the form of capital, natural resources, ideas, or any tangible or intangible contribution to production activities</td>
<td>Contributes with external NPD know-how as amplification of R&amp;D resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Nambisan (2002)</td>
<td>Customer as co-creator</td>
<td>Direct involvement in a wide range of design and development tasks, validates product architectural choices, designs and prioritises product features, specifies product interface requirements, and establishes development process priorities and metrics</td>
<td>Customers are “partial employees”, but co production is not cost free because of increase of uncertainty in production activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect involvement in managerial decision making, personnel selection, performance appraisals, policy development, and accountability measurement</td>
<td>Tight coupling with internal NPD teams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer as user</td>
<td>Involved in product testing and reveals product design needs, maintenance requirements, repair demands, replacement expectations, and product support</td>
<td>Helps detect product design flaws</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 1 highlights, different customer roles and offers make differential contributions to innovation projects. Whereas an integration of lead users (von Hippel, 1986, 1988), launching customers, and innovators (Brockhoff, 2003), as well as customers as co-creators (Lengnick-Hall, 1996; Nambisan, 2002) tends to contribute in such a way that the new product solutions have a high degree of newness, an integration of reference customers, first orderers (Brockhoff, 2003) and customers as users (Lengnick-Hall, 1996; Nambisan, 2002) tends to ensure the applicability of a new product.
However, the relationship between customer roles and their offers and the resulting degree of product newness does not appear explicitly in previous research, so this study first explores the impact of different types of customer contributions on the degree of newness of product innovations, in which different customer integration strategies differ.

**Question 1:** What is the impact of different types of customer contributions on the degree of product newness?

### 3.3 Timing of customer participation

Depending on the contribution required for a product innovation project, the extent and intensity of customer integration typically varies according to the stage of the product innovation process (Biemans, 1992; Gruner and Homburg, 2000). Companies must integrate the appropriate customer at the right time, with the proper involvement intensity, and with the most appropriate form of governance (von Hippel, 1977, 1986; Wynstra and Pierick, 2000; Lynch and O’Toole, 2003).

Overall, the most effective customer integration occurs when the development team has the flexibility to respond. Therefore, the best impact of customer integration – in terms of project costs, as illustrated by Figure 2 – is attained during the early phases of the product innovation process, the so-called innovation front-end or product definition phase (Kim and Wilemon, 2002).

*Figure 2* Impact of customer integration on project costs

The innovation front-end determines up to 85% of total development costs (Buergel and Zeller, 1997; Herstatt and Verworn, 2002). It comprises several activities: identifying new opportunities for future products, generating and selecting new product ideas, and developing new product concepts. However, even though this phase typically is the least expensive portion of the overall innovation project in terms of accrued costs, most product developers spend little time in this stage for fear of duplicating marketing or R&D efforts or because they lack the know-how to manage this early innovation phase (Kline, 1985; Koen et al., 2001). Instead, product-developing companies concentrate on the actual NPD phase, during which the impact of customer integration is limited, because commonly used, predefined, and cost-driven NPD processes generally do not offer the required flexibility to respond to customer input acquired during these development phases (MacCormack et al., 2001).
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Given that the degree of product newness is expected to be influenced by the timing of the major customer participation in the innovation process, this aspect is addressed by the second research question:

**Question 2: What is the impact of the timing of customer participation on the degree of product newness?**

### 4 Research methodology

To explore the relationships among customer contributions, timing of customer integration, and product newness and thus obtain new insights about customer integration strategies, we employed a case study design. This qualitative method appeared appropriate for gaining a thorough understanding of the system under investigation (Stake, 1988; Yin, 1994).

#### 4.1 Sample

The research, conducted between 2003 and 2005, consisted of two phases. In the first phase a literature analysis was conducted to explore the existing body of knowledge on product innovation processes and customer integration practices. In parallel, the theoretical insights were validated in expert workshops and contracted research projects with industrial goods developers in Northern Europe in order to find inconsistencies and further research requirements which are most relevant. This literature analysis and practical reflection led to the two research questions which were introduced above.

The second phase attempted to specify the identified aspects in the context of the two research questions. To gain such farther-reaching insights, we carried out an in-depth analysis of selected projects and companies (Stake, 1988; Eisenhardt, 1989a; Yin, 1994). According to Eisenhardt (1989a) between four and ten cases usually work well; so we choose four companies in which the product innovation process could be studied most comprehensively. The criteria for selecting firms were based on their potential for learning and on depth rather than representativeness and breadth.

In this case, we chose four industrial goods developers: **Hilti (Liechtenstein)**, **Buechi Labortechnik (Switzerland)**, **IDEO (Germany)**, and **Tribecraft (Switzerland)**. All firms apply the whole spectrum from low- to high-tech. Hilti was chosen due to its reputation as a company that successfully practices a lead-user approach. Buechi excels in its closeness to customers (distributors) and users throughout its product innovation process. Furthermore, as a result of the authors’ close collaborations with this company in previous research projects, we could ensure access to sensitive customer information and a broad data validation process. IDEO – broadly investigated in NPD literature – and Tribecraft engaged in very tight collaborations with their customers and have developed product innovations that stand out in terms of their degree of newness and superior design.

Whereas Hilti and Buechi are in-house developers, IDEO and Tribecraft represent professional technical service firms, in the following named development contractors, that develop product innovations with clients on a project basis. Therefore, IDEO and...
Tribecraft work according to a different industrial product development model than the in-house developers. This development model has been included in the research to cover the approach of the most innovative new products they release and to ensure, therefore, that different customer integration strategies can be identified. In order to allow for a comparison within the different development models, the investigation takes place on the level of specific NPD projects and their practices.

4.2 Data collection and analysis

In the second phase of the research we collected data through personal, face-to-face interviews, 30–90 min in length, with chief technology officers, R&D directors, R&D managers, developers, engineers, and product managers. We recorded a total of 39 hours of interviews (see interview list in Appendix). The selected participants represent different levels of customer contact and NPD responsibilities. Most interview partners had personally participated in customer integration activities, and their responses focused on specific projects from the preceding 18 months. We also interviewed some informants more than once. We used an interview guideline to maintain the coherence of the data collection and analysed the interviews according to the following aspects:

- product innovation processes
- customer integration activities at various stages in the process
- customers’ contributions
- degrees of newness of the resulting products.

We augmented the interview data with desk research, namely, analyses of company publications (internal journals, annual reports, internet web pages), internal memos, and presentations. Site visits and workshop participation enabled complementary personal observations. Follow-up sessions with the interview partners ensured the reliability and validity of the analysis and confirmed the case study interpretations drawn from the interviews (Yin, 1994).

5 Findings

This section presents the exploratory findings from our case studies as they relate to the two research questions. They accrued throughout the process of analysing data through data coding and category grouping (Voss et al., 2002). These categories were for question one (type of customer contribution):

- roles of customers involved in NPD projects
- customers’ offers (know-how and/or financial attractiveness).

For question two (timing of major customer participation) they were:

- stage of customer contact in the innovation process
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- intensity of customer integration (number and length of contacts)
- activities of visualising and transferring intermediary NPD results to customers.

As a further category, companies’ technology and market position for the development project was included.

The subsequent creation of subcategories through grouping the categories’ specifications led us to the characteristics shown subsequently (Sections 5.1 and 5.2) and finally to the result of two distinct customer integration strategies which will be presented in Section 6.

5.1 Type of customer contribution

Studying whether and how the type of customer contribution influences the degree of newness for product innovations, we found two prevalent types of customer contributions:

- major contributions in terms of determining new product scope and functionalities
- minor contributions associated with verifying product relevance and feedback about design and handling.

For example, whereas the in-house developer Hilti asked customers to ensure the relevance of a product idea for the market and tested development activities at customers’ sites, Buechi, IDEO, and Tribecraft all sought customer contributions to determine the scope of a new product. We offer an overview of these two prevalent contribution types, as well as the customers’ specific involvement in our cases, in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of customer contribution</th>
<th>Hilti</th>
<th>Buechi</th>
<th>IDEO</th>
<th>Tribecraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Determination of product scope and functionality</td>
<td>Customers generally not involved; mostly predetermined by Hilti</td>
<td>Customers partially involved; selection of customers’ (sub-)processes that can be facilitated by Buechi products</td>
<td>Customers involved; identification of distinguishing innovation potentials from the product’s use situation</td>
<td>Customers involved; identification of distinguishing innovation potentials from the product’s use situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance verification and design adjustments</td>
<td>Customers involved; input idea collection to verify applicability in the new market, provision of abundant test information</td>
<td>Customers involved; adjustment of the product–customer interface (product design and handling)</td>
<td>Customers involved; adjustment of the product–customer interface (product design and handling)</td>
<td>Customers involved; adjustment of the product–customer interface (product design and handling)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The difference between Hilti on the one hand and Buechi, IDEO, and Tribecraft on the other hand can be explained with Hilti’s strong product leadership position and highly specialised expertise in the projects and product areas analysed. That is,

“Our company is the world leader in our industry for developing, manufacturing, and marketing of top-quality products, and services for professional customers in the construction industry and building maintenance. Therefore we can sell our products at a price which is 20 up to 40% above competitors’ prices.” (Project Manager Business Area Direct Fastening, Hilti)

In other words, in the investigated projects Hilti brought its mature technology to the market with assistance from customers, which was used only for fine tuning. Overall, customers accepted what is technically feasible, which ensured product compatibility with their practices, needs, and values. The resulting product innovations’ degree of newness remained rather low; totally new product solutions that induced any sort of revolution in the industry for these product ranges have not occurred in recent years.

The in-house developer Buechi and the development contractors revealed insights into innovation projects in product areas in which they did not hold a leadership position. For Buechi, this situation arose because it was attempting to enter a new product field, so it needed customers to identify new and best product application areas. For IDEO and Tribecraft, the scenario of not holding a leadership position was a consequence of their business activities, which were not dedicated to one industry exclusively. Because these development contractors had only limited in-house competencies for specific innovation projects, they had to connect with industry specialists, clients, and product users during their development activities. Buechi had significant in-house industry competence, but had to collaborate with different product dealers and product end users to collect the know-how and expertise necessary to enter into a new product range. Therefore, the products that IDEO, Tribecraft, and Buechi produced were less dominated by the perspective of a single development company and more open to combining divergent technological possibilities and market needs.

Furthermore, in the projects of IDEO and Tribecraft, the customer frames the product scope and functionality and therefore strongly influences the product specifications:

“Already in the idea phase, we observe the relevant stakeholders in their environment, visualise what we find, and build rough prototypes, which we discuss with the client. These prototypes build the basis to realise the next project step.” (Tribecraft founder and partner)

That is, IDEO and Tribecraft shaped the product together with their clients from the very beginning and considered users for inspiration and validation. The development contractors attempted to achieve clear product differentiations – that is product innovations with high degrees of newness – together with customers and detached from existing industry norms.

5.2 Timing of major customer participation

Studying the impact of the timing of customer integration suggests that in all cases, customer contributions differed in the different stages of NPD. This is similar to Biemans’s (1992) and Gruner and Homburg’s (2000) findings which state that the intensity of customer integration typically varies with the stage of the product innovation
process. In Table 3, we list the customer contributions during the different stages of the investigated NPD projects, as well as the media employed to transfer these contributions between the customers’ and the developers’ sites over time. In addition, Table 3 provides a more concise overview of a simplified innovation process model that applies to all four cases and makes the data comparable. To do this, we reduced the innovation process applied to the projects investigated to three stages:

- idea generation
- concept development
- product design.

Table 3: Overview of case study data: customer contributions throughout the steps of the product innovation projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation phase</th>
<th>Hilti</th>
<th>Buechi</th>
<th>IDEO</th>
<th>Tribecraft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idea generation</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Providing trends, insights</td>
<td>Providing relevant product</td>
<td>Providing product use and</td>
<td>Providing long-term product strategy and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>about willingness to pay</td>
<td>functionalities</td>
<td>technical parameters</td>
<td>character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Media: Questionnaire</td>
<td>Media: Paper concept,</td>
<td>Media: Questionnaire,</td>
<td>Media: Questionnaire,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>questionnaire</td>
<td>video, rough rapid prototypes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept development</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Providing feedback from</td>
<td>Providing test feedback</td>
<td>Providing more use and</td>
<td>Providing more use and technical information,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>functional prototype test</td>
<td>regarding relevant</td>
<td>technical information,</td>
<td>insights into use workflows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in focus groups</td>
<td>specifications</td>
<td>feedback to mock-ups and</td>
<td>Media: Mock-ups, rapid prototypes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Media: Functional</td>
<td>Media: Functional model</td>
<td>rapid prototypes, insights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>prototype</td>
<td>(prototype)</td>
<td>into user ‘personas’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Media: Mock-ups, rapid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>prototypes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product design</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
<td>Customer contributions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Providing design adjustments</td>
<td>Providing marginal design</td>
<td>Providing feedback on final</td>
<td>Providing feedback on final (integrated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Media: Final prototype</td>
<td>adjustments</td>
<td>(integrated) design and</td>
<td>(integrated) design and functional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>functional prototype</td>
<td>prototype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Media: Final prototype</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Media: Final prototype</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We do not address market introduction, because this step does not influence product development activity per se.
According to our case studies customer participation varied strongly with the project stage and media employed. As we reveal in Table 3, the use of early physical prototypes throughout the product innovation process linked strongly to the extent to which customers determine the product. For example, because IDEO and Tribecraft confronted clients and users continuously with physical prototypes, they were able to collect many contributions, which they included into the next prototypes.

In contrast, Hilti and Buechi drove their investigated NPD projects with in-house knowledge and collected customer contributions only to adjust product design and handling (i.e., Hilti) or the scope of the specifications (i.e., Buechi). As members of these companies stated clearly,

“...To assure the customers’ product acceptance and willingness to buy the completely new product concept, we present functioning prototypes to selected customers in the concept stage: product users test the prototypes on the construction sites and provide feedback about the prototypes functionalities.
With these tests, the product concept is clarified during site visits and interviews with potential customers.” (Project Manager, Business Area Direct Fastening, Hilti)

“We bring a functional model, in which we try to implement the different market characteristics identified during the market analysis, to customers’ sites in the alpha test. This functional model is focused on technical feasibility, containing the deciding product functionalities. The alpha test is conducted to get reliable and concluding feedback about the new product’s market relevance as well as to check product functionalities.” (Head Business Unit Research and Discovery, Buechi)

To explain further why the development contractors employ physical prototypes, we noted that they possessed much less industry expertise than Hilti and Buechi in their markets. Therefore, IDEO and Tribecraft had to absorb much more know-how from customers from the very beginning of their NPD projects. Their less specialised in-house industry know-how forced them to learn from the early physical representations of products under development.

In turn, IDEO’s and Tribecraft’s new products were not dominated by their own perspective but rather remained extremely open to different technological possibilities and market needs. The resulting products entailed a higher degree of newness and offered noticeable superiority to customers and the developer compared to industry standards. This high degree of newness appeared as a promise in the development contractors’ business models and resulted in visible effects, such as design awards. If these companies could not develop products that featured noticeable improvements over industry standards, no in-house developers would hire them for product developments.

In contrast, Hilti and Buechi possessed abundant expertise and thus did not experience pressure to seek external development expertise; moreover, they involved customers less than development contractors did. In their investigated development projects, the in-house perspective dominated the new product – unless they outsourced technological and design developments by collaborating, e.g., with development contractors.
Overall, Buechi and Hilti usually started from core competences related to their industry, whereas the development contractors remained independent of an existing product or competence portfolio. As a result, the development contractors acted independently of their industry competence, whereas the in-house developers usually engaged in company competence-dependent practices. Independence enabled the former to flexibly match among the technical skill bases of the developers, the technical and market skill bases of clients, and the product application skills of users. In-house developers, in contrast, usually maintained a stronger and more specialised focus on their industry, which increased the challenge of making connections between existing solutions and problems across industry boundaries. Therefore, the in-house developers’ projects released customer information in a form that mirrors the industry average.

6 Anticipation and brokering

Chapter 5 showed that the projects’ degree of newness differed with the type of customer contribution and the timing of customer participation. The investigated projects, in which the company did not occupy a technology or market leadership position, integrated customers mainly to define the new product’s scope and features (cf. IDEO, Tribecraft, and Buechi partially) and considered them throughout the whole innovation process. These projects resulted in product innovations with a relatively high degree of newness. The investigated projects of the leading-edge company, in contrast, integrated customers for fine tuning and adjustment (cf. Hilti) mostly after concept development, because they already were in a technological head start position. This resulted in product innovations with a lower degree of newness. Section 5 further showed that a product innovation’s degree of newness changes with the intensity of customer integration; the more input and know-how were integrated from customers and external specialists (e.g., because of the company’s insufficient pre-existing in-house industry expertise), the greater was the potential for a high degree of newness in a new product solution.

Besides the explorative investigation of the two research questions we also found the impact of the company’s position in terms of in-depth know-how about the project’s market and its related technology. We refer to this position as industry establishedness. High industry establishedness implies that a company takes a market-leading position in the specific product field or has a technological head-start. Moreover the company judges the uncertainty associated with NPD requirements to remain low. Therefore, it generally considers customers and external specialists only for marginal product decisions as it already possesses leading development competencies. In contrast, lower industry establishedness implies that a company has a weak position in the targeted product market, must develop or acquire technological competencies, and considers the uncertainty surrounding NPD requirements high. For such projects, companies integrated customers and external specialists into fundamental product decisions, not just fine tuning. The relation between industry establishedness, the customer integration strategy and the resulting new product’s degree of newness is shown in Figure 3.

In turn, we posit from the cases we investigated that high industry establishedness induces companies to integrate customers in a way that finally leads to a lower degree of product newness. This is, because the market and technology are well known, and the project rarely considers perspectives external to the industry. The effect is enhanced by the maturity of an industry: a more mature industry strengthens the tendency toward
lower product newness, because product improvements become more and more marginal. Only the entrance of new competitors or introduction of disruptive technologies (Christensen, 1997; Paap and Katz, 2004), which are hardly foreseeable developments, provoke significant changes. However, lower industry establishedness tends to prompt a rather high degree of newness, because the development team strives for new perspectives about product development and often includes solutions and know-how from other industries.

**Figure 3** Impact of companies’ industry establishedness on customer integration strategies

![Diagram showing the impact of industry establishedness on customer integration strategies](image)

This finding and its impact on two identified customer integration strategies is shown in the following section. The strategies are:

- anticipating customer needs
- technology and application brokering.

### 6.1 Anticipating customer needs

Companies in situations of a good market position and a technological advantage often can anticipate or foresee customer needs (Seely Brown and Hagel, 2005). As a customer integration strategy for an innovation project, anticipation relies on the company’s effort to push product innovation resources and technological potential into areas in which they are likely to achieve improvements. Companies following an anticipation strategy even try to shape industry standards in certain product areas. Hilti, for example, provides new technological possibilities, which enable its customers to achieve new performance levels by applying the new products. However, this strategy faces severe challenges when unanticipated market shifts occur. According to Seely Brown and Hagel (2005), organisations that use push approaches run the danger of either piling up inventories or turning costly somersaults to keep up with unanticipated market shifts. Therefore, NPD teams should take care not to reinvent the wheel and come up with an ‘innovation’ that has already been developed and implemented elsewhere (Gassmann and von Zedtwitz, 2003). Furthermore, close, long-lasting relationships with leading customers help the company to not miss evolving customer trends.

Figure 4 exemplifies the anticipation strategy with the Hilti example: as a consequence to its high industry establishedness it integrates customers for relevance verification and design adjustment (type of customer integration) after concept development (timing of major customer participation). The degree of product newness of the investigated projects was considered rather low.
6.2 Technology and application brokering

The second customer integration strategy, technology and application brokering, promotes imitation across industries and linkages between technology and demand know-how from previously separate areas (Hargadon and Sutton, 1997; Servatius, 2004). The rationale underlying this approach centres on bringing together the relevant problem information with the actual problem-solving capabilities, even if development competence does not reside within the development team at the start of the project (von Hippel, 1994). This approach includes experimentation, improvisation, and rapid learning. Therefore, developers should participate in distributed resource networks in which customers play major roles and operate across traditional corporate boundaries, collaborate to achieve innovative solutions, and learn from one another to speed their capability building (Seely Brown and Hagel, 2005).

The two cases involving projects from the development contractors IDEO and Tribecraft illustrate the implementation of this approach as a customer integration strategy. Both companies apply open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003; Gassmann, 2006) by connecting with highly specialised engineers from the client company during a project:

“We see ourselves as intermediaries who connect specialists from all relevant sectors which are required to develop an extraordinary innovative new product.” (Tribecraft founder and partner)

“We pick the things each client does well, and assimilate them into our methodology. We’re not good at innovation because of our flawless intellects, but because we’ve done thousands of products, and we’ve been mindful.” (Tom Kelley, IDEO founder, qtd. in Perry, 1995, p.17)

Due to the high skill levels of the development contractors’ staff, the learning effect that results from their collaboration is very high. In turn, the distributed and continuously reformed development contractor teams can generate truly innovative ideas across different projects. Clients and customers take the perspective of third parties and provide insights about the different needs associated with the latest technological solutions. Therefore, the development team of the contractors represents an arbitrator between the potential of the technology and customer needs, acts as an interface, and plays important technology transfer and adoption roles (Veryzer and Borja de Mozota, 2005).

Figure 5 exemplifies the brokering strategy with the IDEO and the Tribecraft examples: as a consequence to their low industry establishedness they integrate
customers for determination of product scope and functionality (type of customer integration) and already at the idea generation stage (timing of major customer participation). The degree of product newness of the investigated projects was high.

Figure 5  Framework of brokering strategy

6.3 Hybrid strategies

Our case studies of differing product innovation contexts led to the two very different customer integration strategies, as they were presented above. These two strategies are expected to be only two among other possible strategies. They are assumed to be hybrids containing anticipation as well as brokering characteristics.

The Buechi case is an example of such a hybrid: while the development team integrated customers for defining the relevant new product functionalities at the idea stage, customers afterwards participated only for test feedback on the functional model and again for marginal design adjustments in the design phase (see Table 3). Therefore, Buechi sought for less interaction with its customers throughout the development process than IDEO and Tribecraft did, although it started with technology and application brokering activities similar to the contractors. As a result and taking Buechi’s industry establishedness into account, it intensively integrated its customers at a very early stage in order to develop a product with a high degree of newness (brokering), but let them participate only punctually in the later stages, since its in-house development know-how and experience was sufficient for a matching concept development (anticipation). It is unclear at this point if the resulting product’s degree of newness would have been increased if customer participation also during concept development would have been maintained at a higher level.

Moreover, other dimensions than the range between anticipation and brokering are expected to play a role when it comes to defining and categorising customer integration strategies. As an example, these dimensions could be financial attractiveness of the customer (Gruner and Homburg 2000), existing liabilities or legally defined exclusiveness agreed between developer and customer.

7 Study limitations

There are several limitations to our study. First, by choosing to focus on a very limited set of industrial NPD, the results by necessity do not consider NPD projects with other
characteristics. The fact that only two in-house developers and two development contractors were investigated represents a major limitation, but helped to analyse opposed ends of the spectrum from the very beginning of this research project. The result can only be applied to other in-house developers and development contractors with similar innovation processes, and extensions to other industries than those of the cases studied must be made carefully. An area for future research is the replication of the study in other industry settings, whereas consumer goods pose a different problem than industrial goods.

Second, our analysis has been restricted to a Northern European context. Although in the design of the study no aspects were incorporated that are specific to Northern Europe, an international replication study could yield interesting results. Thus, a closer and differentiated analysis of geographies and specific industry structures could be a rewarding subject for additional investigations.

Generally, an empirical investigation of the research questions and development and testing of research hypotheses on a broader scale should better assess the identified customer integration strategies as well as their underlying customer contributions and customer participation. Also, research propositions and hypotheses on hybrid and further possible customer integration strategies should be examined: other dimensions, such as financial attractiveness of the customer (Gruner and Homburg, 2000), are expected to play a role for defining and categorising customer integration strategies.

The results of the study are finally summarised in the subsequent section.

8 Summary and managerial implications

Research in the field of NPD and innovation management suggests that effective product development requires an interplay between developers and customers (Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1995; von Hippel et al., 1999). The results from this study build on existing literature and extend the customer integration research to the terrain of specific customer integration strategies.

Therefore, we explored customer contributions and customer participation as characteristics in which customer integration strategies differ. Two research questions helped to explore the characteristics and offered a basis for investigating the core issues. Besides customer contributions and customer participation we found industry establishedness as a crucial aspect influencing the customer integration strategy.

Thus, our case studies of four different developing companies have brought out two largely differing customer integration strategies for innovation projects: anticipation and brokering: If a firm chooses to use anticipation – e.g., to advance an industry standard – a starting position with high industry establishedness is recommended. That is, the company should

- enjoy a market-leading position in the specific product area
- a technological head start
- little uncertainty about product innovation requirements.

In this scenario, NPD involves pushing resources into areas of anticipated innovation potential and foreseeing and even shaping customer needs.
In contrast, to implement technology and application brokering successfully, the firm should rely on low industry establishedness in the specific project area. This strategy focuses on bringing together the different perspectives of various specialists to cross-fertilise findings from different industries. Its successful application depends on

- scarce consideration of previous knowledge about the targeted product market
- the need to develop or acquire technological competencies
- uncertainty about product innovation requirements.

The brokering strategy potentially leads to product innovations with a higher degree of newness.

Furthermore, the cases led to the identification of an example of a hybrid strategy, containing anticipation and brokering elements. Thus, the different strategies could serve as a guideline for decision making regarding the appropriate customer integration actions, taking into account the preferred degree of product newness and the company’s position in terms of industry establishedness.

We also found in our cases that a product innovation portfolio requires implementing different customer integration strategies for different projects or business areas. Paap and Katz (2004) recommended that within a portfolio, different types of innovation projects should be balanced, because those with a high degree of newness usually involve more project risk. It is therefore assumed that, on the one hand, companies should engage in projects to improve current product segments that entail relatively low product requirement uncertainty, such as those that anticipate customer needs. These projects ensure the introduction of a competitive product into the market in a foreseeable timeframe and generally work best with a traditional product innovation process.

On the other hand, companies should include innovation projects that do not follow this established process, without the goal of entering the market at a precisely planned time, and thus offer the flexibility of responding to new opportunities discovered throughout the project itself during intense interactions with customers. These projects could apply technology and application brokering, because of the high level of product requirement uncertainty and the potential for a higher degree of product newness. To use technology and application brokering, the careful organisation of activities seems important in order to ensure that resources allocation occurs appropriately and retaining transparency among the departments involved. A possible solution might be using an ‘in-house broker’, who knows the location of the resources required to realise a good idea and possesses requisite contacts with valuable customers.

This research attempted to demonstrate that despite intense investigations into the area of customer integration into product innovation processes, gaps remain in the field of customer integration strategies. Our further research will concentrate on affirming our results and on identifying further existing customer integration strategies.
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Appendix

List of interviews

Exploration of product innovation processes and customer integration practices on a broad scale (33 interviews)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Companies and institutions</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>No. of interv.</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bayer MaterialSciences, DE</td>
<td>Expert Working Circle ‘Outside-in Innovation’</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>St. Gallen, CH; Heiden, CH; Leverkusen, DE; Zürich, CH; München, DE; Weinfelden, CH; Dornbirn, AT</td>
<td>04/03 – 04/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endress + Hauser Flowtec, CH</td>
<td>‘Front-End’ (project supported by the Swiss Commission for Technology and Innovation)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Zürich, CH; Hombrechtikon, CH; Flawil, CH; Sempach, CH, St. Gallen, CH</td>
<td>04/04 – 08/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leica Geosystems, CH</td>
<td>Conceptualising new business idea management approaches</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Schaan, LI; St. Gallen, 05/03 – 08/03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model, CH</td>
<td>Analysing scenarios, stakeholders, and lead users</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Seon, CH; Engstlenalp, CH</td>
<td>05/04 – 06/04 05/05 – 05/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTU Aero Engines, DE</td>
<td>‘Innovation speed’ and ‘Innovation towards zero defects’ (benchmarking projects)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>St. Gallen; Heerbrugg, CH</td>
<td>02/04 – 07/04 05/05 – 07/05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sefar, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens Building Technologies, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIG Combibloc Systems, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zumtobel Aktiengesellschaft, AT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi Labortechnik, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVF Hartmann, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestlé, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiagen, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schindler, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilti, LI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammut Sports Group, CH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Lighting, Eindhoven, NL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix (continued)

### List of interviews

**In-depth case studies (33 interviews)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hilti</td>
<td>Project Manager Business Area Direct Fastening</td>
<td>Schaan, LI</td>
<td>03.06.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilti</td>
<td>Segment Manager Mechanical and Electrical, Business Area Direct Fastening</td>
<td>Schaan, LI</td>
<td>03.06.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilti</td>
<td>Corporate Innovation Manager, New Business and Technology Head of Corporate Technology</td>
<td>Schaan, LI</td>
<td>03.06.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilti</td>
<td>Senior Vice President New Business and Technology, Member of the Corporate Management Group (CMG)</td>
<td>Schaan, LI</td>
<td>03.06.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilti</td>
<td>Project Manager Business Area Direct Fastening</td>
<td>Schaan, LI</td>
<td>11.08.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilti</td>
<td>Senior Vice President New Business and Technology, Member of the Corporate Management Group (CMG)</td>
<td>Schaan, LI</td>
<td>19.12.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilti</td>
<td>Project Manager Business Area Direct Fastening</td>
<td>Schaan, LI</td>
<td>19.12.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Marketing Manager, BU Research and Discovery</td>
<td>Zurich, CH</td>
<td>20.04.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Construction, BU Research and Discovery</td>
<td>Hombrechtikon, CH</td>
<td>03.06.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Business Unit Research and Discovery Head Construction, BU Research and Discovery</td>
<td>Flawil, CH</td>
<td>18.11.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Business Unit Research and Discovery Marketing Manager, BU Research and Discovery</td>
<td>Flawil, CH</td>
<td>02.12.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Business Unit Research and Discovery Product Manager Product Manager Project responsible Head Laboratory Consultant (former lead user) now providing external NPD support</td>
<td>Flawil, CH</td>
<td>16.01.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Business Unit Research and Discovery</td>
<td>Flawil, CH</td>
<td>07.04.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Business Unit Research and Discovery</td>
<td>Flawil, CH</td>
<td>22.04.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Business Unit Research and Discovery</td>
<td>Flawil, CH</td>
<td>09.05.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Business Unit Research and Discovery</td>
<td>St. Gallen, CH</td>
<td>18.05.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buechi</td>
<td>Head Business Unit Research and Discovery</td>
<td>St. Gallen, CH</td>
<td>25.08.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEO</td>
<td>Head IDEO Germany</td>
<td>St. Gallen, CH</td>
<td>14.02.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEO</td>
<td>Head IDEO Germany</td>
<td>St. Gallen, CH</td>
<td>02.06.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEO</td>
<td>Head IDEO Germany</td>
<td>Munich, DE</td>
<td>27.07.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEO*</td>
<td>Business Developer</td>
<td>St. Gallen, CH</td>
<td>24.08.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribecraft</td>
<td>Partner and product developer</td>
<td>Flawil, CH</td>
<td>02.12.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribecraft</td>
<td>Partner and product developer</td>
<td>Zurich, CH</td>
<td>03.08.2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribecraft*</td>
<td>Partner and product developer</td>
<td>Zurich, CH</td>
<td>30.08.2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Telephone interview.